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Abstract.Aiming at the distribution characteristics of the stop-point data obtained from the mobile 
phone travel survey, this paper proposes an algorithm of extracting the hotspot area of urban 
residents by hierarchical clustering method. The algorithm is implemented and the effectiveness of 
the algorithm is verified by case data. The algorithm has been used in the actual travel investigation 
system to provide concrete decision-making basis for urban land use and transportation planning. 

Introduction 

The ultimate goal of the urban residents' travel investigation is to extract the statistical data of the 
city's macro-level traffic from the city's travel survey data, so as to understand the current traffic 
situation and guide the construction of the traffic.City macro-level travel information statistics are 
from a large number of personal daily travel data, and a traffic trip of urban residents can be 
characterized by a number of elements, commonly used factors include travel destination, travel 
start and end time, travel starting point and end, travel tool, Travel routes and travel costs.The 
original travel trajectory data based on the mobile travel survey is only a collection of the sensor 
parameters of the mobile phone, and can not express the above elements intuitively. The semantic 
information needs to be extracted by scientific means. Therefore, the feature extraction based on 
mobile travel survey has become the hotspot of the current research. Among them, the feature 
extraction of residents' trip hotspots is the focus of the later analysis of travel investigation. The 
result is of great significance to the control of urban traffic conditions. 

In recent years, with the popularity of smart phones,the use of mobile phones on the GPS chip 
for real-time travel survey method has been rapid development.A large number of researchers 
through the mobile phone collection of trader and stop point data, in-depth study of its semantic 
features, and achieved fruitful results.Mao Haixiaodiscusses the relevant travel characteristics in the 
survey of urban residents' travel, and describes the influencing factors in detail,including the 
concept of five basic characteristics of the basic characteristics of travel, such as travel frequency, 
travel destination distribution, travel time distribution, travel space distribution and distribution of 
travel tool [1].Ramaswamy Hariharan et al. analyzed the distribution of the number of users’ 
stop-point data of a week based on the user's all stop-point data for a week.Francesco et al. [2] 
proposed a method for extracting useful travel information from a large number of raw mobile data 
to  study urban residents' travel patterns in order to use mobile data for transportation studies, the 
method mainly extracts the travel frequency, the travel distance and the resident position of the user, 
and carries on the correlation analysis based on this[3].Vangelis et al. proposed a hierarchical 
modular framework for extracting travel feature information from mobile phone network location 
data and forecasts the traffic demand in a particular area based on this[4].Hu Zhongwei et al. 
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proposed the technical route of the residents' travel feature extraction and analysis based on the 
mobile phone positioning data, and analyzed the distribution of the residents' travel OD, the 
population distribution and the travel characteristic parameters, and used case data for correlation 
analysis[5].Youngsung et al. proposed a learning model that identifies the user's travel activity type 
based on the user's stop-point and economic attribute [6]. 

How to use the stop-point data obtained by the mobile phone travel investigation to analyze the 
hot area of the residents' travel in the setting area is an urgent problem to be solved by the current 
urban planning department.Based on the hierarchical clustering algorithm, this paper proposes a trip 
hotspot discovery algorithm to extract the hotspot area based on the user's stop-point. This 
algorithm uses a large number of users' stop-point from the urban macro level to calculate the hot 
information of the urban residents' travel area. To find urban transport problems, and then for 
further follow-up urban planning to provide data support. 

Trip Hotspot Discovery Algorithm Based on AGNES 

City trip hotspot, refers to a large number of users' frequent stop-point in the trip process of 
urban residents, such as malls, supermarkets and other geographical locations.The urban hotspot 
area reflects the intensive area of urban residents' trip to a certain extent, which is of great guiding 
significance to the precise control of urban traffic. 

The purpose of clustering algorithm analysis is to classify the data sets according to the 
characteristic attributes of the data objects, analyze the potential relation between the data, and 
obtain the semantic information of the data sets. Common clustering algorithms are divided into the 
following categories: clustering based on partitioning type, hierarchical clustering method, 
clustering method based on density type, clustering method based on grid type and model-based 
clustering method [7]. 

The basic idea of the hierarchical clustering algorithm[8] is to use the inter-cluster distance as 
the standard of the cluster similarity. When the distance between clusters satisfies the specific 
clustering rules, it is clustered into a new cluster.Its characteristics are: do not require the expected 
number of clusters expected to be divided, but through the hierarchical classification to the 
cluster.Hierarchical clustering can be divided into two categories according to their clustering order: 
AGglomerative NESting(AGNES) and DIvisive ANAlysis(DIANA). 

This paper performs a clustering analysis of all user stop-points, uses AGNES clustering 
algorithm to analyze a large number of stop-point data, Therefore, it allows the parameter of space 
distance scale to be set, rather than the cluster numbers or the number of points gathering into a 
cluster,because we can not know and verify the accuracy of these parameters of the number of 
clusters or points of clusters in advance,so AGNES is more reasonable than other types of clustering 
algorithm. 

For the same region, a large number of anchor samples appear on the map as the center-dense 
edge sparse characteristics, therefore, this paper uses the AGNES clustering algorithm with centroid 
distance to carry on the clustering analysis of a large number of users.The process of the AGNES 
algorithm based on centroid distance is:firstly, assume that there are n objects datasets, the n objects 
are treatedas n initial clusters,calculate the inter-cluster distance d of the n clusters and find the two 
clusters with the smallest distance, if the smallest distance between the two clusters meets the 
cohesive rule,then gather the two clusters into a new cluster.Then,calculate the inter-cluster distance 
d between the new cluster with other old clusters,update the distance between clusters,once again to 
find the smallest distance between two clusters among these clusters, if it meet the cohesion ruler, 
then merger the two,then calculate the inter-cluster distance between the new cluster with other old 
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clusters,update the distance d between clusters.And so on until the clustering stop condition is 
reached.The specific algorithm steps are as follows: 

First, define each cluster as Cluster c, which is a collection of points,define the centroid of 
clusters as the point whose distance sum to all other points is smallest in the cluster,define the 
similar distance between two clusters as the spatial distance between the centroid points of the two 
clusters,define the radius of the cluster as the maximum distance among the centroid of the cluster 
and the other points in the cluster,define ClusterSet as a collection C of clusters,that is, the object of 
the algorithm calculation, but also the final output of the algorithm, as shown in equation (1). 

}.{ icC =                                                                               (1) 

Step1.initialize each stop-point as a cluster c,and put it in the cluster collection C,so the size of 
collection C is equal to the number of stop-point when initialized. 

Step2.traversing cluster collection ClusterSet,find the nearest cluster as Cluster A and Cluster 
B,pre-merge them to get Cluster AB,calculate the radius of the merged cluster AB,if it is less than 
the set threshold, merge them,and put Cluster AB as a new cluster into the CluserSet,remove the 
ClusterA and ClusterB to conduct the next step,otherwise, the algorithm ends and outputs the 
current cluster cluster as the final result. 

Step3.repeat step 2 until you can not synthesize a new cluster. 
Step4.After the above steps are completed, the clustering process is completed, the clustering 

results of the final urban hotspot area are in the ClusterSet object, each Cluster object represents the 
corresponding hotspot. The specific algorithm analysis steps are shown in Fig.1, the implementation 
of the algorithm for urban travel hotspots is shown in the pseudo code of Table 1. 

Table 1. City Trip Hotspot Discovery Algorithm Pseudo Code 
input:stop-point collection, },1|{ piiii TpsppS ∈=⋅=  

output: hot spot clusters, C={ci} 

initialization: ci←pi, for 1<=i<=S,C={ci} 

Loop 

(ci,cj)←FindClosestPair(C); 

If  Radius(ci,cj)<=d 

ci←Merge(ci,cj); 

C←C-cj; 

Else 

Exit 

End 

 
Which FindClosetPair method is to find the nearest two clusters ci, cj in the cluster collection 

C;Radius (ci, cj) is to calculate the radius of the cluster mergedby ci and cj.Merge (ci, cj) is to 
merge clusters ci and cj. 
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begin

get clustered threshold and 
stop-point data

initialize cluster collections

traverse the cluster of clusters 
to find the nearest two clusters 

A and B

try to merge clusters

calculate the radius of the 
cluster after synthesis

whether it is less 
than the threshold

merging cluster, get the new 
cluster C, put C into the cluster 

collection, delete A and B
clustering ends and 
outputs the result

yes

no

end

 
Fig.1. AGNES hotspot discovery process based on centroid distance 

Case analysis 

In this paper, through trip research based on mobile phone survey APP developed by research 

group, collected a total of more than 300 thousand track data from 129 volunteers in Wuhan China, 
part of the data shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig.2.Part of the travel survey data set 
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In this paper, the AGNES trip hotspot discovery algorithm based on centroid distance is used to 
perform a clustering operation for a total of 203 stop-points generated by the user during the system 
travel investigation, the clustering threshold of the algorithm is 500 m, and generates a total of 46 
Hot spots; where the heat value of the top three hot spots as shown in Table 2. 

 
 
 
 

Table 2 hot spot value of the hot area 
No. latitude longitude Heat value 

1 30.510942 114.343353 56 

2 30.514786 114.344236 42 

3 30.601978 114.358027 27 

The heat value is the total number of people staying in this area. It shows that the hot spots 
areas are basically in line with the actual results of this travel survey. 

Conclusions 

In this paper, an AGNES algorithm based on centroid distance is proposed to extract the hot 
spots in urban residents combining the stop-point of the mobile travel survey, the method takes 
reasonable consideration of the unknown degree of the density of the hot spot area, and obtains the 
travel heat value of the urban residents according to the residence intensity of the travel area. The 
validity of the algorithm is verified by the data based on the mobile travel survey. 
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